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Patent in India enables a large future
market for myFC's technology
One of myFC’s patents has been approved by the Indian Patent Office.
The patent protects a smooth and gentle method for efficiently starting up the fuel cells and
transitioning to a power-generating phase, while maintaining the long life of the fuel cells.

India, with a population of almost 1.4 billion, is a country that invests heavily in hydrogen
technology, focusing on using energy resources more efficiently without losing competitiveness, and
on improving environmental conditions, especially in highly populated urban environments.
Green hydrogen technology has great advantages in terms of sustainability and Sebastian Weber,
CTO at myFC, sees good opportunities for the company in the country.
– India is a very large market where hydrogen technology is getting more and more attention. We
see great future potential as demands grow, he says.
According to Sebastian Weber, the patent is based on one of the company's previously patented
innovations.
The patent has previously been approved in the United States, China, Japan and Canada.
myFC's patent portfolio consists of more than 100 approved patents and ongoing patent
applications.
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About myFC
Swedish innovation company myFC offers thin, scalable fuel cells that are easy to dimension and
adapt to any electric application. myFC develops hybrid technology solutions combining batteries
and hydrogen-based micro fuel cells for extended usage and reduced carbon footprint. The
company was founded in 2005 and was listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market in 2014. Its
headquarters are in Stockholm. For more information, visit myFC.se
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